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Introduction

1.

Introduction
Change is not merely necessary to life - It is life
- Alvin Toffler -

There is always a new and innovative technology at the center of human history, and it has
brought an enormous change to all human life, including industry, economy, politics, society, and
culture. We call this period of social and economic change ‘the Industrial Revolution.’
Started from the 18th century, the Industrial Revolution rapidly changed humanity from agrarian
society to industrial society and from analog to digital. And now we are at the center of the 4th
Industrial Revolution.
Klaus Schwab, the founder and the chairman of the World Economic Forum, named the changes
led by new technologies such as Artificial Intelligence, Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality, the
Internet of Things, and Big Data as 'the 4th Industrial Revolution.' He affirmed that the 4th
Industrial Revolution would not change how humanity works but will change the humanity itself.
The Davos Forum also predicted that the 4th Industrial Revolution would be vastly different from
the previous ones in terms of speed, area, and influence. It expected that the change would be
rapid at a pace that we have never experienced, and transformations will come in all our life not
only just innovation in manufacturing and services but also economy, society, culture,
employment, and labor systems.

Figure 1. The 4th Industrial Revolution (Source: The Davos Forum, 2016)
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Just as the 3rd Industrial Revolution is called the digital revolution, the 4th Industrial Revolution is
called the data revolution, and it aims for an intelligent world in a customized era through
connection, decentralization/distribution, sharing/openness. Various technologies such as Big Data,
Artificial Intelligence, and Blockchain are used to build this intelligent world.
The traditional system so far has continued to cause problems such as increased administrative
costs with a large centralized amount of data and personal information and the damage from
cyber-attacks and hackings. Blockchain, characterized by decentralization, encryption, data
integrity, and transparency, is in the spotlight as the underlying technology that solves these
problems and provides the reliability and efficiency needed to develop new growing industries of
the 4th Industrial Revolution.
In fact, expectations for the potential of blockchain are becoming a powerful experimental engine
in various industries and regions, and attempts to solve various social problems that we actually
face are actively being made at industrial sites by utilizing blockchain technology.

Figure 2. Result of Gartner’s survey on blockchain application for IoT companies
(Source: Gartner, 2019)
-

75% of companies have already applied blockchain or plans to do so by 2020.

-

Companies mentioned that the most significant advantage of combining IoT and
blockchain technology is the improvement of security and reliability.
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Nevertheless, unlike the blockchain is selected as the core technology of the 4th Industrial
Revolution, there is a widespread negative perception among the public that the blockchain
should be subject to strong regulation as the primary cause of the controversy of speculation,
fraud, embezzlement, and hacking by relating it with cryptocurrency. This is the result of market
conditions, which have heated the investment in cryptocurrency rather than the interest in what
technological value the blockchain has, unverified ICOs, and lack of guidelines from the
government.
Moreover, people were not interested in blockchain technology due to the speculative trend of
cryptocurrency. Information imbalances in new areas have led to the lack of recognition, starting
with the uncommon term used in blockchain technology and going through complicated
procedures for the usage of services.
We are seriously concerned about the nature and cause of this market's lack of awareness or
negative perception, and we regard it as a necessary task for the popularization of blockchain and
cryptocurrency.
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2.

About WeGo Chain

2.1. Background
To improve the awareness, it is not necessary to discuss market stability and the establishment of
policies but to create a convenient and comfortable environment for services to be available to
use.
To do so, we have launched WeGo Chain, a collection of fundamental blockchain technologies.
WeGo Chain's ultimate goal is to expand a blockchain platform that is easy to use from individuals
to small businesses and corporations to create a blockchain ecosystem that can be utilized by
everyone.

The fundamental spirit of blockchain
The fundamental spirit of blockchain is decentralization and open source. Blockchain is an
alternative to a central management system that each user influences the entire system to form a
sharing ecosystem and verifies other’s transactions and activities. Also, it creates an ecosystem of
developers supporting and collaborating by sharing their ideas and developments. Unfortunately,
however, today’s blockchain is beginning to lose its characteristic of decentralization. Although the
distributed ledger technology of blockchain manages transactions and records between
companies more liberal then centralized management, groups adopting private blockchain for
their own is discoloring the initial blockchain spirit.
Also, blockchain is mostly used in cryptocurrency development to replace existing currencies of
modern industry. Because of this social phenomenon, there is a stereotype that relates to
COPYRIGHT 2021. WEGO Co., Ltd. All rights reserved.
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blockchain only with cryptocurrency and the financial industry. Besides, some businesses hinder
the growth of the ecosystem adopting their private blockchain technology, allowing only certified
users and blocking users to enter and learn.
Cryptocurrency is a financial revolution enabling more convenient decentralized transactions by
digitizing and encrypting physical currency. Many studies are underway to take blockchain into
the industry properly. After all, blockchain technology also needs to be more popularized and
simplified to use for a broader range of people to access, like all other technologies.

The background of WeGo Chain’s appearance
The blockchain ecosystem is maintained by cryptocurrency. In a blockchain-based platform,
people buy, earn, and use cryptocurrency to maintain the ecosystem. However, only a small
number of users fully understand and participate in this value. Just as general businesses,
blockchain-based business also requires a constant inflow of new users. The important thing is,
users must recognize cryptocurrency as a 'method' for a service rather than as a 'purpose.' WeGo
Chain has been continuously working to figure out the benefits of blockchain in addition to
cryptocurrency, and it is designed to correct current perceptions so that many people do not fail
to notice the benefits of blockchain.
However, the blockchain as a method of using the service is considered too difficult for people.
Blockchain influencers tend to solve only technical aspects such as mechanisms and algorithms, so
real users feel challenging to encounter unfamiliar terminology and many procedures and
processes for using the service. Eventually, even when small business owners try to prepare for
their business by adopting blockchain, the lack of information and guidelines makes this business
just a dream. To improve this perception, the focus should be on creating a simple environment
where services are conveniently available before discussing market stability and policy
establishment.
WeGo Chain aims to create an environment for use, not a speculative environment for
cryptocurrency, to create new value for the public. It also actively supports individuals, small
business owners, and companies using the WeGo Chain for a variety of services and aims to
widely commercialize it to move toward platform coins beyond existing limits. Finally, WeGo Chain
wants to return to the original purpose of the technology by adding the initial value of the
blockchain.
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2.2. Objective
WeGo Chain’s Promotion Guidance
Entering the first stage of blockchain utilization, WeGo Chain intends to modify the direction of
the current blockchain created by misunderstanding and stereotypes and follow the initial value.
Also, it will add novelty of change to create a platform that can be simply introduced to users and
establish a blockchain ecosystem with everyone.
To reach the aim, WeGo Chain sets the following guidelines and moves forward:
•

First, WeGo Chain can connect individuals into a group through blockchain.

•

Second, WeGo Chain supports every service that needs for the ecosystem through platforms.

•

Third, cryptocurrency is unique for users inside the ecosystem, and WeGo Chain does not
distribute it to people who want to invest from it.

•

Fourth, WeGo Chain leads the development of raising blockchain engineers by academic
cooperation (Co-Op) and acts its best to expand a bigger ecosystem.

WeGo Chain’s Objective
WeGo Chain provides a reliable, secure, and practical blockchain ecosystem for users who want to
exchange with others and ensures a free development environment for developers who need
blockchain research in-depth to provide a better service throughout the ecosystem. Ultimately, a
primary mechanism of the ecosystem that the WeGo Chain is orienting is a natural circulation of
blockchain and decentralized application (DApp) research and development, leading to enhanced
convenience and practicality for users.

Chart 1. Comparison between DApp and traditional applications (Source: KOTRA, 2019)
COPYRIGHT 2021. WEGO Co., Ltd. All rights reserved.
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2.3. Technical Direction
The current ratio of universal perception to the function of blockchain and cryptocurrency is
'Platform function : Cryptocurrency Function=1:9', but WeGo Chain enhances the platform
function to seek that transition to 'Platform function : Cryptocurrency Function=9:1' and aims to
establish a blockchain with the public.
WeGo Chain aims for following technical directions to utilize the blockchain into real life:
① WeGo Chain considers the scalability of the technology
② WeGo Chain provides a personal ledger.
③ WeGo Chain implements the Enterprise Architecture.
④ WeGo Chain provides a ledger function in DApp.
⑤ WeGo Chain supports the mining system in DApp token.
⑥ WeGo Chain links the token economy to the Artificial Intelligence.
⑦ WeGo Chain implements Hyperledger technology.
⑧ WeGo Chain implements One-Click system that anyone can easily issue their token.
⑨ WeGo Chain supports a system that anyone can use the distributed ledger.
⑩ WeGo Chain implements a system that enables everyone, including individuals, houses,
small businesses, and enterprises, to easily use the blockchain.
⑪ WeGo Chain adopts Quantum Random Number Generator (QRNG) to grant fairness to
transactions.
⑫ WeGo Chain incorporates consortium between exchanges and uses One Time Password
(OTP) system with Quantum Key Distributor (QKD) that has a solid security for the
blockchain.
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2.4. Rubidium (RBD)
One of the typical reasons for the long-term underutilization of blockchain Mainnet is that users
must wait for the corresponding platform development. Today's blockchain Mainnet develops in
two directions, either a company build their platforms after announcing their Mainnet, or a
company publishes the Mainnet and issues cryptocurrency so that users and sponsors create a
platform by themselves to use the value of currency and share the profit. Either way, though, users
must wait for the ecosystem to be activated because all necessary platforms for the ecosystem
cannot produce together. Also, most cryptocurrencies have been sold to investors seeking to
make a profit from the announcement, and their anxiety rushes the development to the poor
quality and threatens the ecosystem. Therefore, the WeGo Chain will not sell cryptocurrency for
investment to protect the innocent users and prepare various platforms for the best ecosystem
environment. To complement existing shortcomings, WeGo Chain introduces its Mainnet,
Rubidium (RBD).
Rubidium is WeGo Chain's self-developed Mainnet, which forms an independent ecosystem with
protocol and provides a DApp to save time and cost for developing new projects. Currently,
Rubidium, the Mainnet of blockchain platform, DApp, and various tools that connect to contents,
are still short. However, WeGo Chain offers a variety of DApps that connect with every service
content to operate the business with saving time and cost for developing new projects, and it
actively seeks to commercialize and popularize blockchain in a society.
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2.5. Participation and Cooperation
Cooperation is an essential element in the development of the ecosystem. The most significant
result of the expansion of the ecosystem is the enhancement of user convenience. WeGo
Platforms will enable the use of WeGo Chain anywhere regardless of purposes, and users of every
field will enter and use WeGo Chain conveniently when the user interface becomes more intuitive.
As the WeGo Chain develops and eliminates its limitations, it will be universally available
throughout from individuals to industries. As the demand and supply of WeGo Chain expand
throughout the industry, the blockchain ecosystem will also expand. The increase in the number of
users of WeGo Chain will develop the blockchain ecosystem to a national level, and ultimately
WeGo Chain will grow as the best blockchain Mainnet in the world.

Figure 3. WeGo Chain Infrastructure Training Plan
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To grow and succeed as a member of the best blockchain Mainnet of the world, each participant
will cooperate as follows:

Academic Foundation
•

Establish Co-Op to open a blockchain engineering curriculum

•

Conduct Computer Science education and blockchain courses by level

•

Academic research and development using WeGo Chain platforms

•

Training of professional blockchain engineers

•

Contribution of blockchain ecosystem development through consistent development of
the DApp

Individuals (Small businesses)
•

Operation of the business using small business services, such as Payment and POS
platform

•

Direct transaction using Marketplace platform

•

Contracts and transactions with transparency and fairness

Enterprise
•

Disclosure of information across nodes that participate in business contracts

•

Lower contract processes and cost through verification by every participant without
centralized authentication

•

Transparent and trusted financial transactions

COPYRIGHT 2021. WEGO Co., Ltd. All rights reserved.
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2.6. The Future
Ken Weber, a global blockchain corporation Ripple's chief social impact officer, argued in a recent
interview with Open Access Government, a digital media for public policy, that universities around
the world should expand educational programs directly related to blockchain practices. He
explained that demand for blockchain-related software developers increased 517 percent
compared to 2018, but supply is comparatively very short. He also added that universities should
provide courses related to blockchain industry practices to solve human resource problem, and
industry must work together with them. Currently, only 38 percent of blockchain companies are
collaborating with university, and more companies in the area should cooperate with the
academic community.
As Ken Weber suggests, the current status of blockchain education is not perfect compared to the
high expectations. The main reason is that blockchain is not universal yet, even though it is a
significant technology for the Industry 4.0. Unlike other core technologies of Industry 4.0,
blockchain is relatively unnoticed in terms of practicality in today's industry, as it cannot instantly
overturn the universal centralized system using by most of the services. Moreover, many jobs are
likely to disappear due to blockchain, so industries are cautious with the adaption of blockchain.
However, even if there are no stable cases of application, blockchain must be the leading
technology that will eventually run the society.

Figure 4. Diversified Blockchain Business Models
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Creating an ecosystem by developing blockchain Mainnet, issuing cryptocurrency, and
manufacturing platforms is not an easy task to achieve for a small group of developers. Thus,
companies recruit as many blockchain engineers as possible for high wages to prepare for the
impact of blockchain in the industry, and the society truly needs more professional engineers with
the expansion of blockchain technology research and education. With a deep understanding of
blockchain and talented engineers, the industry needs to prepare for the upcoming utilization of
blockchain.
The beginning of WeGo Chain is with education. As early users, research teams and students will
acquire basic knowledge through usage of Mainnet and platform and create DApps and different
platforms based on their numerous ideas. Furthermore, they will conduct intensified blockchain
research with WeGo Chain's open-sourced materials and create an environment for students who
have completed their courses to promote themselves as blockchain engineers that the industry
needs. WeGo Chain will also provide support for both researchers and students to develop and
cooperate in the relevant fields with the introduction and discussion of ongoing research and
blockchain trends through the education project. Finally, the goal is to create a natural
environment where problems and improvements are found and resolved through continuous
feedbacks to WeGo Chain.
Ultimately, WeGo Chain will contribute significantly to the development of the blockchain industry
by building a new concept of blockchain with joint research of company and national projects and
training suitable talents. Various results, ideas, and feedback from the ecosystem will affect initial
education to every small business and enterprise and will achieve more advanced ecosystem.

Figure 5. Applicable Industrial Areas
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3.

WeGo Chain Technology

3.1. Technical Architecture
WeGo Chain has a total of five core layers and provides a DApp development environment to
operate a blockchain reward and other variety of services.

Figure 6. WEGO Chain Technical Architecture
Layered Architecture has the advantage of increasing system flexibility and reuse by dividing
similar functions into layers to perform unique functions on each layer and replacing the
corresponding layer/module can minimize the impact on other layers/modules.

Blockchain Toolkit
As the most basic layer to maintain the blockchain network, it processes transactions, confirms
them by consensus algorithms, and sends them to other nodes over the P2P network.

WeGo Chain Core
As the core part of WeGo Chain, it shows functions and features that are significantly different
from other blockchain. In particular, it contains services related to Quantum Computing, which is a
recent trending issue, and KYC/AML (Know Your Customer/Anti Money Laundering) elements are
included for convenient use in future DApps. This layer acts like an operating system (OS) when
COPYRIGHT 2021. WEGO Co., Ltd. All rights reserved.
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compared to a general computer.

Application Binary Interface (ABI)
ABI is a low-level interface used between DApp and WeGo Chain Core, DApp and library, or the
components of DApp. This layer ensures compatibility to prevent errors in DApp operation from
changes in WeGo Chain related libraries or WeGo Chain Core.

Development Toolkit
A set of development tools required for DApp development. It supports Sample Code, technical
reference, and supporting documentation to provide clear instructions or solutions to users.

DApp Platform
A layer that provides an environment for each DApps to be operated.

Figure 7. DApp Platform (Source: Stack exchange)
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3.2. A Special Feature of Technology
Cryptocurrencies currently on the market can solve one or two problems of the blockchain
trilemma of decentralization, security, and scalability, and it is known that satisfying all three issues
is physically impossible.
For example, Bitcoin and Ethereum, which focus on decentralization and stability, transaction
processing speed is significantly slower because of an enormous number of users. Ironically, the
two biggest obstacles blockchain must solve the scalability problem are decentralization and
stability. Therefore, these three concepts are grouped to be called 'trilemma of the blockchain.'

Figure 8. The Trilemma of Blockchain Technology
WeGo Chain overcame the biggest challenge in the blockchain industry, Trilemma, based on
optimal decentralization, security, and scalability at the same time. Primarily, security and user
accessibility have been significantly improved than existing blockchain platforms.

Figure 9. Special Features of WeGo Chain
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Decentralization
WeGo Chain Mainnet is developed as a blockchain that uses Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS)
consensus algorithm, pursues fairness in block creation and verification, and does not concentrate
hash power on a small number of stakeholders. The agreement process is efficiently and evenly
decentralized, and governance, which is a way of agreeing and deciding for facts, is secured.

Figure 10. Wegochain consensus algorithm

Scalability
WeGo Chain Mainnet's consensus method is highly scalable since it uses efficient and fair
transaction processing and block creation consensus algorithms rather than blocks created by
some huge stakeholders.

Figure 11. Wegochain Scalabilit
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Security
When sending and receiving data through real-time interaction between the creator and user
operating the Smart Contract of blockchain, WeGo Chain prevents modification of critical data in
the system by having a complete system to protect that data.

Chart 2. Security Comparison of WeGo Chain, the Internet, and other Blockchain Networks

COPYRIGHT 2021. WEGO Co., Ltd. All rights reserved.
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3.3. Rubidium Tokenization Criteria Based on TTF
WeGo Chain presents the rubidium tokenization criteria based on TTF criteria, making the use of
blockchain technology more popular for businesses between industries.
Outline of RTF(Rubidium Taxonomy Framework)
The characteristics and objectives of the RTF(Rubidium Taxonomy Framework)are as follows:
First, we develop based on TTF for token issue criteria and language unification.
Second, we present a new criterion of only Rubidium through the criteria of TTF.
Third, effective communication is possible by using a unified language.
Fourth, we lead the early NFT market through the Rubidium.

The components(Artifacts)of the TTF( Token Taxonomy Framework) are as follows.

Chart 3. The components(Artifacts)of the TTF( Token Taxonomy Framework)
1)t – Transferable: It is a function of transferring ownership of tokens, which is the replaceable action
when cash is used and applies to non-replaceable tokens.
2)~t – Non-transferable: It has restrictions to prevent changes in ownership of the first issued owner.
3)d/~d – Indivisible/Whole: It has decimal places to divide the token. The U.S. dollar can be divided
into 2 decimal places and Bitcoin can be divided into 8 decimal places
4)s – Singleton : If the token class represents the only target, the quantity is 1.
6)m – Mint-able : It is the function of issuing a new token of the class.
COPYRIGHT 2021. WEGO Co., Ltd. All rights reserved.
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7)r – Role Support : It is a function that defines roles in a class to allow or prevent specific tasks.
8)b – Burnable : It is the function of deleting tokens from supply.
9)a – Attestable : It is a function that proves and verifies that the account belongs to the owner of the token.

RHT(Rubidium Hyper-Connected Token) Taxonomy
The purpose of the RHT (Rubidium Hyper-Connected Token) Taxoomy is to establish a non-technical
and conventional definition of the essence of tokens by creating tokens that can be distributed as
a common industrial component, thereby establishing terms that can be used universally without
industry jargon or sign.
RHT means a token with a great scalability that is suitable for a 'super-connected society' where
various technologies are integrated. It adopts a common language that anyone can use based on
the TTF (Token Taxonomy Framework) based on universality that can be used in various fields, not
investment or speculation.

The token standard is as follows.
•

Fungible Token – RHT-f1

•

Non Fungible Token – RHT-nf1

•

Hybrid Token – RHT-h1

RHT is divided into the following details according to the extension of Rubidium.
•

Standard Token
-Rubydium tokens are divided into Fungible tokens, non- Fungible tokens, and hybrid tokens.
-Each token is divided into lower case f(fungible token), nf(non-fungible token), h(hybrid
token).

•

Expansion Tokoen
-The first English is a notation for the type of token, and ‘csh’ represents ‘cash’
-The second number represents a version of the Token Taxonomy Framework (TTF), which
is the basis of the Ruvidium token system, and will be reflected in TTF updates.

COPYRIGHT 2021. WEGO Co., Ltd. All rights reserved.
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- The third English marker represents the taxonomy (fungible token, non-fungible token,
hybrid token) of the token

Figure 12. RHT(Rubidium Hyper-Connected Token) Taxonomy

Single-owned tokens are classified as follows.
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Figure 13. Single-owned tokens Taxonomy

Token Name

Formula

RHT – f1.csh

Cash

tF{d,t,b}

RHT – f1.loc

Local currency

tF{d,t,g,h,c,SC}

RHT – f1.pot

Point

tF{~d,t,g,SC}

RHT – nf1.art

Art

tN{s,t}

RHT – nf1.ant

Antique

tN{~d,t,b,g}

RHT – nf1.brc

Broadcasting

tN{s,t}

contents

RHT – nf1.mus

Music

tN{s,t}

RHT – nf1.stk

Stock

tN{d,t,SC}

RHT – nf1.did

Decentralized
Identity

tN{s,~t,a}

RHT – nf1.hst

History tracking

tN{~d,t,g,SC}

RHT – nf1.res

Real Estate

tN{~t,~d,b,s,r,l}

Chart 4. Single-owned tokens formula
COPYRIGHT 2021. WEGO Co., Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Split-owned tokens are classified as follows

Figure 14. Split-owned tokens Taxonomy

Token Name

Formula

RHT – h1.dart

Divisible Art

[tN{s,t}] {tF{d,t,g,h,c,SC}}

RHT – h1.dant

Divisible Antique

[tN{~d,t,b,g}] {tF{d,t,g,h,c,SC}}

Divisible
RHT – h1.dbrc

Broadcasting

[tN{s,t}] {tF{d,t,g,h,c,SC}}

contents
RHT – h1.dmus
RHT – h1.dres

Divisible Music
Divisible Real
Estate

[tN{s,t}] {tF{d,t,g,h,c,SC}}
[tN{~t,~d,b,s,r,l}] {tF{d,t,g,h,c,SC}}

Chart 4. Split-owned tokens formula
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3.4 Consensus Algorithm
Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) that WeGo Chain uses is a consensus algorithm that
cryptocurrency owners select their representatives by using their voting rights in proportion to
their respective amount of stake and voted representatives agree to verify the data. It is similar to
the representative democratic system that members are elected as representatives of people to
form a Congress.

Figure 10. DPoS Consensus Algorithm
To prevent the issue from the concentration of authority, verifiers can prepare a device to monitor
the representative node and to maintain the fundamental spirit of decentralization.

COPYRIGHT 2021. WEGO Co., Ltd. All rights reserved.
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3.4. Node Composition
The WeGo Chain adopts the two-tier architecture of Supernode and Fullnode to solve the
problem of processing speed degradation follows by the decentralization. It also supports
Lightnode to build an open and distributed platform for every user and is moving fast toward a
scalable, decentralized platform.

Figure 11. Node Composition of WeGo Chain

Super Node
The Supernode is introduced to solve the speed and capacity problems of blockchain in applying
the integration of two-tier architectural community services using DPoS. It is a small number of
special nodes (typically 16 to 128 nodes) that receives votes from Fullnodes or have been
delegated stake from them and can process high-capacity transactions and high-speed block
generation.
Real-time trading is possible through links with major exchanges around the world, and users can
choose preferred exchanges at WeGo Platform. For consortium blockchains between exchanges,
the advantages were maximized by the high scalability of WeGo DPoS Consensus Algorithm and
Supernode/Supernet, full availability, and the best stability.
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Specifically, Supernodes forms a broadband between each other for high-speed data transmission,
and this constructed Supernode network is called Supernet. In addition to the general role of
Supernode, WeGo Chain's Supernode can create blocks and enables Supernet to develop and
deliver blocks quickly.

Figure 12. Super Node Block workflow

Full Node
Fullnode is a node with all WeGo Chain ledgers and uses memory to sync with WeGo Chain data.
Also, all transactions at the WeGo Chain can be independently verified and update data in realtime. Fullnode is in charge of receiving, issuing, and confirming transactions of WeGo Chain
distributed ledgers.

Light Node
A node that does not store the blockchain and maintains only Merkle Tree and part of Depth (6)
of blockchain. It sends transactions to the blockchain network and communicate with Fullnode to
view the blockchain ledger, and it is a lightweight node for general websites, hardware wallets,
and mobile wallets.

COPYRIGHT 2021. WEGO Co., Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Figure 13. Supernode, Fullnode, and Lightnode
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4.

Ecosystem

The primary function of the blockchain is decentralized transaction. In fact, since blockchain is a
storage system that is verified by users, the actual transaction using cryptocurrency is done
through DApp. Therefore, blockchain needs a cryptocurrency exchange tool compatible with a
market economy and other blockchain that does not require a central exchange. Also, information
for users to make a reasonable trade and a tool that can implement Smart Contract to create a
DApp for trading various types of product should be provided. Therefore, the minimum financial
service platforms for the blockchain is essential to operate the ecosystem.

By this, we will provide better services through feedback from all users who research and develop
blockchain from experts to students to develop new platforms, so that we will develop the entire
ecosystem along with blockchain engineering capabilities.
It adheres to the basic spirit of blockchain where users and developers can share collective
intelligence and participate together, actively accepts all feedback on the platform and ecosystem
environment, and actively encourages sharing of all data.

Figure 14. WeGo Chain Ecosystem and DApps
COPYRIGHT 2021. WEGO Co., Ltd. All rights reserved.
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4.1. DeFi Platforms
DApp features related to transactions and financial services are referred to as Decentralized
Finance (DeFi). Basic DeFi products provide free access for users to easily adapt to WeGo Chain to
form an ecosystem.
Through the ecosystem, WeGo Chain aims to provide better service by feedback from every user
who research and develop blockchain, from students to experts, and create new platforms to
develop the entire ecosystem along with blockchain engineering capabilities. Sticking to the
fundamental spirit of the blockchain that emphasizes the knowledge share and participation from
users and developers, WeGo Chain accepts all feedback regarding the platform and ecosystem
and encourages sharing every data.
Functions associated with transactions and financial services between DApps are called DeFi (Depi,
Decentralized Finance). Basic DeFi products provide products and tools that allow users to easily
adapt to WeGo Chain and utilize financial applications with minimal capital without trusting third
parties, enabling the synthesis of various new services consisting of "money Lego" to form an
ecosystem.
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WEDEX – Decentralized Exchange Platform

Unlike the fundamental spirit of blockchain, most cryptocurrency exchanges are centralized. The
biggest problem of the centralized exchange is constant damage from hacking, causing the theft
of the user's assets and personal information.
WeDEx, a decentralized exchange provided by WeGo Chain, has implemented complete
decentralization through direct exchange between users without centralized servers, every
transaction is done by the Smart Contract of the WeGo Chain, and are free from hacking because
a user manages its own assets.
It also shows liquidity and transactions occurring within the DEx in real-time and provides a
convenient and fast transaction environment with the free deposit and withdrawal function for the
listed token, creating new wallets, and importing existing wallets.
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WeGo Scan - WeGo Chain based transaction inquiry platform

WeGo Scan is a website that allows users to easily search every activities and information taking
place on the blockchain, including WeGo Chain's block creation history, transaction information,
wallet information, and WeGo Chain based token search.

WELET – Multi-wallet platform to add WeGo Chain based tokens
WELET is a wallet that can store, send, and receive Rubidium and WeGo Chain based tokens. It
supports PIN and fingerprint recognition, manages personal keys by itself for security purposes,
and improves ease of use with a friendly user interface with built-in backup and recovery
functions. WELET supports Android, iOS, and Chrome Extension.
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LENS – Search Engine for WeGo Chain and Wallets

LENS is a platform to search for WeGo Chain wallets together, allowing users to perform searches
such as Transaction Hash, Address Hash, Block Number, Token Hash, Token Name, and more.

GEM# - BLE H/W Wallet w/ QRNG

It is a high-speed Quantum Random Number Generator (QRNG), can be used as a personal key,
and can generate encrypted key that cannot be solved even with supercomputers, which means it
can counter every security threats even from quantum computing in the future. It has strong
security in synchronization with the optimal Safenet using SafeNet Luna Network HSM 7 +
Quantis Appliance, and RF communications support both BLE and NFC.
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NEMO – Crypto-payment DApp

As an online payment application for WeGo Chain, it can be linked to the Point of Sales (POS)
systems or Kiosks and can also be traded offline using QR codes.

SKY- NFT(Non-Fungible Token) Market Place based on WeGo Chain
Non-Fungible Token is a cryptocurrency that cannot be exchanged for another token.
Unlike ordinary tokens that can be replaced if they have the same value, NFT has its own
characteristics or information. Therefore, NFT has a greater proportion of authentication functions
to identify unique characteristics than monetary functions for transactions.
The advantage of giving cryptocurrency its own characteristics is that first, it is free to produce.
Existing works of art took a considerable amount of money and time to be recognized as
authentic, and there was also a lot of controversy over authenticity. On the other hand, NFT can
produce authentic proof tokens that are certain and invariable with simple computer tasks.
Second, it is easy to store. Storing existing works of art requires the cost and space of
temperature, humidity, lighting volume, and periodic management, but because NFT is a digital
file, the quality does not change at all when stored on commonly used home storage devices.
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Third, more free trade has been made possible. To Trade expensive artworks, It was traded to use
existing art trading companies or associations' services, and the fees were considerably
burdensome, but NFT was so distinct from the original that it was easy to identify and did not
require a process of storage, movement, or exhibition.
Fourth, it guarantees scarcity. Digital files are not material, compared to real artworks, and they
can just make multiple copies, so they are less scarce, most of them are printed and sold as works
unless they are specific media. However, NFT can increase the scarcity of even digital files, so it is
no longer necessary to suffer from scarcity problems because they are simply digital.

SKY is a platform for trading works by issuing rubidium-based NFT tokens.
Provides a system that can easily issue and trade NFTs with an interface that is friendly to
developers, creators, marketplaces, and consumers alike.
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4.2. WeGo Chain DApps
WeGo Chain can connect organically with platforms available in various industries.
KYMA is a platform that serves as a portal for WeGo Chain.

KYMA – A multimedia platform based on WeGo Chain

WeGo Chain is a multi-media platform KYMA and has ecological scalability. KYMA's test version is
an app-style video streaming platform that allows users to search for and view various video
content. KYMA platform, which develops into the web, is equipped with live broadcasting
functions and it is a portal platform combined with various platforms such as auction platforms,
media, etc.

Later, It is aiming for file distributed storage and combination.

LOUNGE – Social Music Media in Decentralized Web (DWeb)
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Lounge is a DApp using WeGo Chain, a social music media for independent artists. Within the
Lounge Platform, Spatial Miner and Block Miner exists, and music, video, and lyrics gets valued
with coin and token issued by content creators. Each content can be stored in a storage and
private cloud service. A content can be transferred and played using Smart Contract.

KYMA AUCTION – Auction Platform Based on WeGo Chain

KYMA Auction Platform is a platform based on WeGo Chain that allows users to auction content
such as artworks and paintings. It will greatly contribute to the expansion of the WeGo Chain
ecosystem.
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AURUM – A distribution platform based on WeGo Chain

'AURUM' is a global distribution integration platform that integrates existing B2B, B2C, O2O, and
Global Distribution Integration Platform that has a new technology engine for shopping. With the
stabilization of the platform, transparent and reliable transactions are possible by evolving on
WeGo Chain basis.

Secure Kit – Data Protection Platform
WeGo Chain offers multiple portfolios to protect different types of data as a platform to prevent
hacking threats and secure key information with SafeNet data encryption and encrypted key
management.

4.3. Token Economy
Token Economy is an economic ecosystem that combines how to deliver services and generate
profits by using coins or tokens of blockchain, how to reward and activate participants, and
governance of distributed ledger. Token Economy is an essential component of Crypto Economy.
The ecosystem of the blockchain network maintains, develops, or regresses solely by users since it
cannot expect central management. Therefore, a set of rules and structures that induce and
reward enthusiastic contributions from users must be elaborated to enable the continuous
development of the blockchain network.
WeGo Chain has explored many ways to expand and develop the ecosystem from the initial stage
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of development and is building a Token Economy that can benefit everyone through the
Rubidium (RBD) used in the WeGo Chain.

Figure 20. WeGo Chain Token Economy

Ecosystem to create DApp
WeGo Chain Mainnet supports Smart Contract and is a blockchain platform that can be
developed and distributed directly by anyone who wants various types of DApp.
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Figure 15. WeGo Chain DApp Architecture
Smart Contract allows execution and termination of the contract by setting up detailed payments
of services, logistics, and more among contractors, recording over WeGo Chain through their
agreement, and revert the promising value of the RBD to the contract.
Each DApp can also create its own Rubidium standard token and distribute it to users, and the
creator uses Rubidium as a token transfer fee. Therefore, each DApp token owner has a structure
that the usage of the Rubidium continues to rise because it is required to purchase, stake, and
use the Rubidium as needed.
As already mentioned, WeGo Chain uses the Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) consensus
algorithm. The WeGo Chain Network can delegate authority to the 'representative nodes' as
selected by the votes of every node and encourage more contributions to the WeGo Chain and
WeGo Chain community through competition among representatives. Representatives can receive
Rubidium as a reward for creating blocks, and general nodes can earn Rubidium by participating
in voting.

Foreign Exchange Trade
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FX stands for Foreign Exchange, an investment method that uses fluctuations of the currency
value between two countries and is the most money-flowing market of existing investments that
operates 24hours.

Figure 22. FX Trade Configuration
However, it was inconvenient for users to deposit evidence in the designated currency (mostly in
dollars, euro, and more) to the foreign exchange brokers. Also, users had to pay the exchange fee
and the deposit/withdrawal fee for evidence deposit.
WeGo Chain signed an agreement with IronFX, the world's best foreign exchange firm, to allow
Rubidium to be used as deposit in FX transactions instead of dollars. Rubidium is the only
cryptocurrency currently used as a new model of evident deposit for FX transactions.
THE BOT – AI FX Trading System
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is already under much research to improve its utilization in diverse areas.
AI, particularly of the financial field, is in the center of stage because it can make accurate and
reasonable judgments by analyzing objective indicators to overcome human limitations, errors in
value judgments, and greed.
Since 2012, WeGo studied AI in the field of FX trading, verified by actual transactions, received
recognition for stability from global foreign exchange companies, and developed 'TheBot,' an AI
FX trading system that is still in operation.
TheBot's logic is an entirely automatic AI program that operates based on the real data better
than the Expert Advisor (EA) program that only helps users with their investment. Therefore, even
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if the person is new with foreign exchange trading, TheBot can automatically proceed with trading
activities to earn profits if the account is opened and the evidence is deposited.
Also, since FX transactions using TheBot are processed by a robot, customers do not have to
spend their time checking real-time exchange rates and other indicators, but only when they want
to check TheBot's operations and earnings status. The time is not required for investors, and the
investment is automatically processing regardless of the investor's location.

Figure 23. TheBot Operation Screen
TheBot (TBM4) is optimized and developed for MT4, the HTS platform most commonly used in FX
and CFD traders around the world, and offers the best trading in the most exceptional
environment by making stock futures exchange available and supporting an updated MT5 with
more various features.
With the Rubidium listed as cryptocurrency in the UK Global Futures Company, TheBot can reward
an additional amount of Rubidium equivalent to the revenue if the transaction is made with
Rubidium instead of dollars and the revenue is made from TheBot, which will significantly
contribute to the expansion of the Rubidium ecosystem.

Token Airdrop
For the blockchain ecosystem to be activated, there must be a large number of users. However, it
is not easy to secure enough users to participate in the ecosystem at the beginning of the DApp
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release. To solve this problem, we will discuss with WeGo Chain DApp developers and conduct
free Airdrop to users who have Rubidium and other WeGo Chain based tokens.
Token Airdrop allows new DApp developers to inform their DApp to users, cooperate with
different DApps, and have a new influx of WeGo Chain users. Also, WeGo Chain ecosystem
participants have the advantage of having Rubidium and WeGo Chain based tokens to cause a
virtuous cycle of increasing their assets.

Social Contribution
Recently, Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has been highly emphasized. More than just the
pursuit of profits, the company must have the responsibility as a member of society for the
community and the environment, including stakeholders, and it directly contributes to the original
purpose of the company, profits, and business expansion.
WeGo Chain intends to perform various social contribution activities for CSR. WeGo Chain will
create a donation environment where every user can automatically donate a certain percentage of
their profits from network fees, mining reward from node participate, and AI trading reward to the
public utility foundation.
Also, WeGo plans to expand social contribution activities by providing direct support to social
enterprises and supporting their blockchain projects.
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4.4. User Reward Policy
Reward Policy of WeGo Chain
WeGo Chain has a node reward, the form of mining according to the user's role, and a supporter
reward.
As already mentioned, the nodes in the WeGo Chain are divided into two-layer architecture
(Supernode and Fullnode), and each node should get an appropriate form of reward for
configuring and activating the WeGo Chain network. However, the reward policy for Lightnode is
not provided since it is simply a form of wallet.
Supporter refers to people who participate in the WeGo community and more activities such as
purchasing and staking Rubidium without the node.
The rewards for each role are as follows:

Figure 24. Reward Policy

Mining Rubidium
In addition to the mining methods using each node of WeGo chain, we support mining using
TheBot, our AI FX trading system, and each user is designed to mine Rubidium according to their
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role so that they can earn stable profits.

Figure 25. Node System Mining Overview

Figure 16. Support System Mining Overview
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5.

About us

5.1. WeGo Co., Ltd
WeGo started with Artificial Intelligence (AI), which was the primary technology of the Fintech
industry in 2012 and had been opening Blockchain and Mainnet technology. WeGo built its selfdeveloped Mainnet and ecosystem as the blockchain market expands and becomes the growth
engine of the future industry.
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5.2. Partners
Academic Cooperation with Universities(15 Domestic Institutions, 1 Foreign Institution)
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6.

Roadmap

6.1. Long-Term Roadmap

6.2. 2021 Roadmap
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7.

Conclusion

The cryptocurrency and its user-restricting behavior impair the spirit of blockchain, and the
perception of the blockchain is also misunderstood as a highly variable investment or a financial
technology for only a small number of corporations and associations. The lack of awareness of the
fundamental blockchain values caused several problems, such as restricting the inflow of new
users and the development of the ecosystem, so the WeGo Chain is created to solve those
problems. The WeGo Chain is aiming for more stable, secure, and open utilization by focusing on
the fundamental values of the blockchain - decentralization and user-centric open-sources.
Cryptocurrency is only a method of trading for the practical use of services on the platform, and
its essence is the establishment and expansion of the ecosystem. Currently, more users are
expected to be introduced in the future as WeGo Chain is establishing a blockchain system for
both individuals and organizations regardless of the field. The goal of the WeGo Chain is to let
everyone to enjoy various decentralized services through WeGo Chain Platform and welcome the
Industry 4.0 that has melted into the society.
Innovation of new technologies is once again opening the brand-new era. The path to build a
vast ecosystem that will extend into the world has been considered a long and arduous journey,
but WeGo Chain is already ready for the transition. Based on the numerous experiences and skills
shown by the blockchain in the past, WeGo Chain will build a more expanded ecosystem, serving
as a tow truck to pioneer and activate the blockchain market for the next generations to follow. If
every user on this journey join hands and work together with WeGo Chain, it will soon be able to
grow into the best blockchain ecosystem of the world.
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Terms and Conditions
This Whitepaper is intended only to inform and help investors to understand and is not an
investment recommendation or suggestion. It is prohibited to use it for other purposes.
This Whitepaper is not a contract or agreement and is subject to change at any time at the
discretion of the Company (including all officers and employees, persons, advisors, and agencies
acting on behalf of the company and its subsidiaries). In this case, the Company is not responsible
for providing notice of any amendments, modifications, revisions, and changes of this Whitepaper.
The Company makes every effort to provide this Whitepaper with the latest information of WeGo
Chain and Rubidium accurately but is free and flexible to change without prior notice as
technology progresses and advances. The Company does not guarantee any adequacy, accuracy,
or completeness of the information and is not responsible for the absence of any specific
information.
This Whitepaper contains phrases for future predictions such as "expect," "intend," "plan," "will,"
"scheduled," "aim," "goal," "able," "can," and "possible." Roadmap also presents plans for the
future. Listed future-predicting statements include recognized or known or unknown risks and
uncertainties, and events or results may differ significantly from the statements contained in this
Whitepaper.
The Company will faithfully fulfill the content of this Whitepaper and strive for the development of
WeGo Chain and Rubidium, but the Company does not guarantee the value, worth, price
fluctuation, or profit of WeGo Chain and Rubidium. In addition, WeGo Chain and Rubidium do not
belong to the Company's equity capital and do not have authority and jurisdiction.
The information stated in this Whitepaper has not been reviewed or approved by any regulatory
authority and therefore does not imply that the distribution of the Whitepaper complies with
relevant laws and regulatory requirements, etc.
Cryptocurrency is not a legal currency. Its price volatility is very high and can be critically affected
by market conditions, government regulations, and technical limitations. In addition, regulators of
the world are very cautious about businesses and operations related to cryptocurrency. In this
regard, regulatory action or investigation may affect the Company and may delay or impede
future development.
Therefore, a cryptocurrency investor must make the investment decision solely on its own, and the
liability for the loss will also be attributed to the investor. The investor shall consult with the
expert on technical, legal, financial, tax, or other concerns under its own responsibility before
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deciding on the investment if necessary.
The Company is not responsible for any direct or indirect loss of investor by the information
provided in this Whitepaper.
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